The shape of such a distribution depends on the relative energy at which the reaction is run, the masses of the atoms in the system, and of course-on the identity of the reaction itself, since each chemical system has a potential energy .' surface which is in some or many respects unique. By .. contribute to the product intensity at any given point in velocity space. It has been pointed out that the·sequential impulse model does in fact allow such an "inverted" analysis
o t e pro uct 1str1 u 1on. Some of the conclusions which can be reached merely by vector analysis have been discussed.
In•the following sections we review these velocity vector relationships and show how the product ·intensity distribution can be calculated.
Velocity Vector Analysis
We assume that the atoms A, B, and C interact pairwise only through square well potentials of the sa~e depth. Thus the potential energy surface for the triatomic system is a square trough with a flat bottom and one infinite wall which ·• 16 corresponds to the hard spheTe core interaction of the atoms.
The outer wall of the trough has a height equ~l to the dissociation energy of the reactant BC diatom, or the :product AB molecule. This attractive branch.of the potential serVes only to hold ihe BC molecule together ~efore reattion; ~nd the AB molecule together after reaction· ... A.ll sig.nificant .
veiocity change~ occur as a result of the collisions of t~e:
hard sphere cores of the molecules.
To expose the essential f~~tu~es of the model, we shall ' temporarily assume that the collisions occur such that the three atoms remain in a plane. T~is assumption will later be eliminated in order to complete the model. An example of a sequence of events which may lead to a reaction is shown 1n 
/ where x 1 is the scatteri~g angle in the center of mass of the A-B system. If the full three dimensional case were being considered, both the circles referred to would be spheres.
We now consider particle 2 moving with its constant . '
~elocity .Yz toward particle 3. If the latte~ is properly positioned, an impulsive elastic collision occurs, particle 2.
acquires a new velocity y 2 " -The perpendicular bisector of y 3 mu~t pass through the 2-3 centroid, and this centroid must lie on the centroid circle. Thus for the in-plane situation displayed in Fig. 1 , there are just two centroids which satisfy both these conditions, and accordingly, there are at most only two in~plane sequences that can lead to a given value of y 3 " .
One of these sequences corresponds to a large xl' and a small x2, with the two angles being related by Eq. ( 2) v II occur when y 1 , y 2 , and _ 3 all lie in the same p·lane.
The foregoing analysis applies to the process A(BC, C) AB, in which A eventually is bound to the atom it .strikes first.
This "right atom'' event is not the only possibility, however. is the supplement of the angle x 2 which would have placed Y3" at the same point in the "right atom" process. The consequence of this is that when the individual events are described by the hard sphere differential scattering cross section,. wrong atom reactive processes are just as probable as right atom processes. When the masses of B and C are unequal, this observation is no longer valid, since "right atom" and "wrong atom" process are not described by the same magic circle.
We should also remark that this model does not take into account processes in which A hits B, then C, and then reacts 
The corresponding values of _x 2 are given by 2 x2 cos C-zl
The situation in which the discriminant ofEq. (4) is zero ( S) corresponds to the bisector being tangent to the centroid circle.
• -.
• . has a cusp at the origin of laboratory coordinate system.
There is a corresponding cardioid which gives the maximum velocity of the AB product in the center of ma6s system, and this is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
if it occurs at all. We note also that the C product will appear at the supplement to this angle which is also a point of tangency between the limiting cardioid and the Q = 0 circle for the C product. This must be true, since the limiting cardioid is the highest velocity allowed by the sequential impulse model, and Q = 0 corresponds to the highest relptive velocity allowed by any model.
Since the limiting cardioid-and the Q = 0 circle are tangent only at the barycentric given by Eq. (7), it is at this angle that the accessible part of the stability zone is widest. For the N+ -H 2 system this ~ngle is 51°, and for These observations make it clear how spectator stripping can be so prominent in the product velocity vector distributions 'of ion-molecule reactions. We note that in real systems, the potential energy surfaces must have only a weak dependence on the ABC angle if they are to produce distributions which are comparable to those derived from the hard sphere model.
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Such behavior will be facilitated if there is a strong long range attraction between A and B in the product channel, as there is when A is an alkali atom and B is a halogen. However, if the potential surface is anglS independent, stripping is possible even whei'A and B collide essentiailr h~~d-on. Thus if spectator stripping is d~scribed as involving grazing collisions, it is the B-C interaction, and not necessarily the A-B interaction which must be of the grazing type.
Product Intensity Distributions
To formulat~ the product intensity distribution, we note first that the total rate at which A-B collisions occur is (8) .
where· a 12 is the total cross section for A-B collisions, and n 1 and n 2 3 are the concentrations of projectile and target molecules respectively. These collisions produce various va+ues of y 2 ' .which terminate on a sphere in velocity space.
The corresponding centroids of the 2-3 system all lie on the centroid sphere. In a polar coordinate system centered at R, the origin of the centroid sphere, 'the distribution of 2-3 centroids is uniform. Therefore, the probability that the centroid velocity will lie in e, e+de, ¢, ¢+d¢ is (9) It is convenient tp take the polar axis of this system " parallel to V ...
~..)
Now we find the probability that a 2~3 collision will occur in which the scattering angle is x 2 . For a specified 
We take the absolute value.of this express1on and substitute it, together with Eq. (13) vector 1str1 ut1ons.
We note that the total intensity of a process other than " tends to promote a high product intensity near the spectator stripping velocity, and this is modified by the value of the integr~l over the magic circle.
In order to perform the integratio~ over the magic circle, the relation between ·.4> and the scattering a·ngl.e X: must be found.
However , 
contribution from such collisions appears exactly at the spectator stripping velocity. To obtain the total cross section for reaction only, one must integrate over the region between the inner product stability circl~ and the limiting '• cardioid. A particularly simple case occurs at the critical energy above which spectator stripping leads to product instability. At this energy, the stability circle for 
As the initial energy increases still more, the size of the accessible stability zone continues to decrease. In the limit of infinite initial relative energy, the stability circle and the limiting cardioid are tangent at one point, and the reaction cross section 1s zero. lt must be stressed that
Eq. (21) is valid only at one energy, and only for mass comhinatj ons for 11·hich tJH: stahi lity circl'c intersects the
0 . u· ,
cardioid only at the cusp. For higher energies, there will be two intersections, and for certain mass combinations (A > B < C) the stability cirtle may intersect the cardioid first at its extremum, and.not at its cusp. It is,of course, still possible to ~alculate total reaction cross ~ections ' for these situations, but the geometry of the limiting cardioid and stability circle must be examined carefully ~n order to determine the proper domain of integration.
In order to obtain the intensity distribution by inte- 
Thus, once the sizes of the particle~ have been specified, the intensity distribution can be obtained readily with the aid of standard tables of the elliptic i~tegral.
· The intensity distribution function for particle C was In order to make maximum use of the trajectories, an azimuthal integration was performed by collecting all events in which v 3 and the angle £ had fixed values iri one -1 bin which was then weighted with a factor of (V 3 sin£) .
The resulting distribution was plotted as the contour map shown in Fig. 6 . The lower half of th~ map shows the bin size artc.l the Hcighted amplitudes collcctec.l in each bin. A few remarks are in order concerning "wrong atom" or knock-out processes in which A hits B, but reacts with C.
As we have noted, when the masses of B and C are equal, the velocity vector distribution for AC formed by the wrong atom process is identical to that of AB formed by the right atom process. This is not true if B and C.have unequal masses.
The magic circle for wrong atom processes proves to be given by the intersection of the centroid sphere with a ~econd sphere of radius !yv 2 " (l-y 2 ) I, which is centered at The Q circles represent the zone in which y 3 must lie in order for a stable AB pr·oduct to be formed. .Note that the contribution of the spectator stripping events, which would appear at the cusp, is not included. Fie;. 6
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